
DESTINY FRONT OF HOUSE PROCEDURE PROTOCOLS  

Doors will open from 7:00am at the venue on Saturday morning. PLEASE, DO NOT ENTER THE VENUE 

UNTIL MANAGEMENT HAS SET UP THE FRONT OF HOUSE. 

Should you have pre registered your Dojo/Organisation, you will need to pick up your “Instructors 

Package” from the registration area where ever you see this SIGN #1. ALL PACKAGES MUST BE 

COLLECTED ON FRIDAY NIGHT BETWEEN 6 AND 8pm. Please remember that in order to get your package; 

YOU MUST HAND IN ALL YOUR ORIGINAL WAIVER FORMS FROM EVERY MEMBER!  You will also collect 

your T-Shirt order here.  

 

 

 

 

 

Your package will consist of the following: 
ALL YOUR FIGHTERS CARDS / WEIGH INN CARDS  

Each competitor will receive a separate card for each division they enter and pay for. This card gets handed in at the Table of the 

Division they compete in, to complete the Draw Sheet. Any fighter not in possession of such a card for that division will not be 

able to compete until obtaining such card. If the competitor looses this card she/he will have to re-register and pay again. (DO 

NOT LOOSE YOUR CARDS!) Cards are colour coded, changed every year and stamped.  

 

KATA / FORMS CARD: Same as above.  

 

WEIGH INN CARD FOR SENIOR FIGHTERS:  

Each Senior Fighter Pre Registered will receive a weigh in card. They take this card to the official weigh in station, get weighed in 

and then receive their individual fighter’s card for each division they enter. Each senior competitor will receive one weigh in card 

p/division they enter.  

 

WRIST BANDS:  

Wrist bands (Separate colour for fighters and Spectators) are given in Total to the amount pre registered for all Competitors and 

Spectators to wear over the duration of the tournament. This band allows quick access to the venue over the two days and the 

Night of Champions Show. If it is lost, that fighter or Spectator will have to pay again. Failure to wear/display wrist bands will 

result in denied entry to venue and divisions. 

 

VIP PASSES:  

Awarded to all chief Instructors, Officials and Pre Registered Coaches. It allows them access to certain areas for certain selected 

people and is in form of a laminated card to be worn at all times around your neck. Failure to display this Pass on the 

tournament floor will result in immediate request to vacate the tournament area. It must be worn at all times. No one besides 

competitors, VIP guests & Coaches will be allowed on the floor. Parents and supporters are not permitted on the floor.  

 

COACH DOCUMENTS:  

A document listing all the divisions and at which floor they are taking place at. General rules, Tournament etiquette and 

Procedures to be implemented. 

 

USA TOUR DOCUMENT:  

You will receive a tour document explaining the process of selection to attend the 2015  ISKA World Championships / NAGA 

grappling in Orlando Florida. It explains everything in detail including, registration process and time lines for committed 

payments.  

 

PRE ORDERED DESTINY LIMITED EDITION T – SHIRTS:  

You will also receive your clubs full order of Destiny t shirts you placed with initial registration. 

In order for us to have you’re "Package" ready for you on the day of the tournament, it is imperative for you to complete the  Pre 

Register form. This form must be emailed back to NMA Head Office on or before the 15th of August. EMAIL:  

destiny@kickboxing.co.za 



 

We must have Electronic Excel sheets! The Pre Registration form is used to process your individual package and ensure any 

orders placed by you are kept accurate.  

  

Please remember that all these documents are also available on our Website: www.kickboxing.co.za Click on the Destiny Icon 

and you will see all the Destiny menu items under the Destiny banner. All the documents are available for download through the 

"REGISTRATION " Tab. These include: Pre Registration Sheets, Personal Waiver form, Directions to the venue, Referee & Judge 

Registration and Tournament Officials Registration Forms. 

 

 

 

 

 

Should you need to purchase spectators bands please proceed to counter #2. The cost is R50 for BOTH 

days entry. This cost will be the same should you purchase entry on Saturday or Sunday. No one will be 

allowed access to the venue without showing a wrist band ON your wrist at all times. We will not accept 

bands shown from your pocket! Should we feel that the wrist band has been tampered with or 

transferred to a second person, we will and can refuse entry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have any person wishing to enter the tournament on the day that has not pre registered with 

your team, they will first need to obtain a tournament ENTRY/Waiver form from counter #3 by the 

security station in the foyer. Once they have completed it they then need to proceed to counter #4.  

NO NEW ENTRY ON THE DAY WILL BE ACCEPTED BY INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE NOT PART OF A PRE 

REGISTERED TEAM. NO INDIVIDUAL ENTRY IS ALLOWED BY ANYONE NOT PART OF A REGISTERED CLUB 

WITH THE NMA/ISKA. WE DO NOT ACCEPT PEOPLE WALKING OFF THE STREET TO ENTER OUR EVENTS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Take your COMPLETED waiver to counter #4 with payment in order to obtain all competitors cards / 

wrist bands and weigh in cards. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.kickboxing.co.za/


 

 

Should you have received your package and any member of your team wish to enter a new division any 

time throughout the tournament, please proceed to counter #5 to verify their individual pre 

registration before being able to pay for the new division and obtain the competitors card. Please 

understand that problems must be addressed as soon as you receive your package in the morning. You 

cannot come to the counter at 3pm and say you can’t find a certain card when you have actually lost it! 

Please get your competitors to check their cards straight away after issue. Mistakes should be very rare 

from NMA ISKA side as the system is fully automated.  

The venue has 16 rings. All the way around the hall you will find on the walls the schedule for both days 

of the tournament. Please be sure to memorise your DIVISION NUMBERS! 

We will NOT be calling out new divisions to the rings.  
 
Everyone needs to pay attention to the sign boards at the rings which clearly indicate the current 
division competing and the next division to compete at that ring thereafter. Please pay attention to the 
schedule of the day’s events and be aware not to miss your division. Once the division starts the first 
fight, it is closed to further entries. NO EXCEPTIONS! 
 
Security will be on hand on the floor to check if everyone on the floor is authorized to be there. Only 

Chief Instructors, Coaches, Referees, Judges and Officials who are in possession of a valid pass visibly shown by it being 
worn around the neck will be allowed on the competition floor. No relatives or supporters will be able to access the 
competition floor. If any competitor is not actively participating in a division, they too must be off the floor. No one is 
allowed to video tape or shoot in any part of the venue other than from the spectator’s area.  
 
There will be at least 4 medics visibly active at all times wearing bright medic vests. Please do not interfere with these 
professionals should any one you know need attention. There will also be a medic station which is closed to the public 
where treatment will be given when needed. 
 

Protective equipment i.e. gloves, footpads, shin pads and head guards are compulsory. Equipment will be on sale at the 

venue at reasonable prices.  Open finger karate mitts are allowed in kumite only, and toes and heels must be covered 

by your footpads and toe nails cut short. USA style foam point gloves are allowed in Points (Semi) divisions but only 

boxing gloves are allowed in Continuous (Light) divisions. All protection must be worn under your Gi, not over it. All 

Karateka must have a full traditional Gi to compete in the traditional kata and kumite divisions. 

 

Should you place first to fourth in any division, you will receive a Destiny Medal / Trophy!  

 
 

 

All first to fourth placing are part of the squad to make final selection. Look out for the USA Tour/Selections banner 

displayed at the VENUE which explains the process in detail. And remember, registration for the tour is 30 of 

September 2014. 



 
 

ALL REFEREES, JUDGES AND TABLE OFFICIALS MUST BE ON RING 5 AT 08h00 SHARP FOR BRIEFING EACH MORNING.       

 Please remember that all seniors must be weighed in AFTER they receive their cards as all fight cards need to 

be verified and stamped by the weigh in official.  

 All competitors taking part in high kick junior & senior must be measured by the weigh in station before the 

divisions’ starts ASAP. 

 

 

PLEASE UNDERSTAND CLEARLY AND INFORM YOUR STUDENTS AND SUPPORTERS: 

1. The tournament (all divisions) starts 8:30am both mornings sharp. 

2. Once a division starts, no one can be added to the draw sheet and the division will be closed. 

3. All participants, Coaches and Supporters are 100% responsible for themselves to ensure all competitors attend 

their correct divisions at the correct ring at the correct time. The rings are clearly marked and will show 



current division fighting and the next division after. There is NO EXCUSE for anyone missing their divisions. If 

a competitor is breaking and needs to register at a fight division, their competitors cards must be handed in at 

each ring and coaches must ensure table officials know the fighter is occupied at another ring but will return 

ASAP. If the rings call a division to a table, they will call the division number only! They will not announce the 

division description! So please be alert at all times and watch your ring for progress towards your division 

number. 

 

CAUTION! 

X-treme kicking Challenge competitors: 

Over the last 18 months or so we have seen a tendency towards participants doing “normal and mundane” kicking 

techniques/routines. The XMA Division is for Extreme Kicking! Doing roundhouse kicks in a circle DOES NOT constitute X-treme 

kicking. We want to see incorporation of high risk manoeuvres utilising kicking techniques combined with tricks, body aerobatics 

and gymnastic type movements. Standard performances will be met with penalty points. 

 

CAUTION! 

HIGH KICK CHALLENGE 

HIGH KICK CHALLENGE CATCH POLICY: 

Previously NMA had “catchers” to ensure especially children landed safely when attempting the high kick challenge. With 

immediate effect all juniors must have their own safety catcher present when attempting their high kick record. The “catcher”  

however is not allowed to influence the competitor’s ability to achieve true height by creating a false sense of safety or giving 

the competitor the advantage of attempting an “unsafe & un-realistic height” due to them not having to be concerned with their 

landing. The definition of the “attempt” is A: short run up B: height achievement through contact onto the board and C: the 

competitors ability to land safely by themselves without doing harm to any part of the body in the process. They must clearly 

have their landing in mind when attempting their record height. The Safety assistant is there only in the event should something 

go drastically wrong and to prevent serious contact with the pad or ground. He may not catch the competitor in mid air to 

ensure safe landing. The short and tall of it is that the competitor from now onwards is responsible for every aspect of his/her 

attempt. This rule will also ensure true & fair competition by all competitors now knowing that the attempted height is restricted 

to 2 important issues, the ability to make contact with the target and the ability to land safely. This was different in the past as 

they had to be concerned with the first issue but seldom or never the second. Please ensure you understand this ruling clearly 

and if any doubt exists feel free to contact any one of the NMA executive to explain in person. 

 


